Thank you for working with us to improve the car line experience. Our top priority is safety. This, of course, includes our children, but also other drivers – those from Meridian and those that use the streets around Meridian. Therefore, it is imperative that we be good citizens and not block any public access or stack on the high speed access road leading to the priority carpool lane.

- Participating drivers in your **MORNING** carpool should sign this form and have their car tags stamped with the official red **CARPOOL STAMP**. The stamp is required to enter the MORNING carpool lane.

- Participating drivers in your **AFTERNOON** carpool group should sign this form and receive an **ORANGE TAG**. The orange tag is required to use the AFTERNOON carpool lane.

- Those participating in both **MORNING & AFTERNOON** carpools will receive an **ORANGE TAG & STAMP**.

By signing this, I agree to the following:

1. I will have 3 or more students in my car anytime I use the morning carpool lane.

2. If my carpool drops below the minimum required amount due to a permanent change, I will not enter the priority carpool line, but use the regular car line instead.

3. If the priority carpool lane is full with no space to turn into it from the IH35 access road, I will proceed to Jeffrey Way (morning) or Paloma (afternoon) and enter via the regular car line.

4. I will be courteous and helpful to staff and volunteers working the priority carpool lane and follow their directions, understanding that they are there to assist with safety.

*The purpose of the priority carpool lane is to improve the car line experience. I understand that this privilege carries with it responsibility. If I am not able to meet the terms of this agreement, I understand that my privileges will be suspended and I will be asked to return to the regular car line.*

Driver Printed Name: ___________________________ Signature: ___________________________

Driver Printed Name: ___________________________ Signature: ___________________________

Date: ___________________________